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“Eminently worthy of acclaim.” —Vogue (The Best Books of 2022 So Far)An intimate exploration
of motherhood, Linea Nigra approaches the worries and joys of childbearing from a diverse
range of inspirations and traditions, from Louise Bourgeois to Ursula K. Le Guin to the
indigenous Nahua model Luz Jiménez. Part memoir and part manifesto, Barrera’s singular
insights, delivered in candid prose, clarify motherhood while also cherishing the mysteries of the
body.Writing through her first pregnancy, birthing, breastfeeding, and young motherhood,
Barrera embraces the subject fully, making lucid connections between maternity, earthquakes,
lunar eclipses, and creative labor. Inspired by the author’s own mother’s painting practice, Linea
Nigra concludes with an impassioned call: childbearing is art, and art is childbearing.

About the AuthorJazmina Barrera was born in Mexico City in 1988. She was a fellow at the
Foundation for Mexican Letters. Her book of essays Cuerpo extraño (Foreign Body) was
awarded the Latin American Voices prize from Literal Publishing in 2013. In 2020, Two Lines
Press published her On Lighthouses in a translation from Christina MacSweeney. She has also
published work in various print and digital media, such as Nexos, Este País, Dossier, Vice, El
Malpensante, Letras Libres and Tierra Adentro. She has a Master's Degree in Creative Writing in
Spanish from New York University, which she completed with the support of a Fulbright grant.
She was a grantee of the Young Creators program at FONCA. She is editor and co-founder of
Ediciones Antílope. She lives in Mexico City.Christina MacSweeney received the 2016 Valle
Inclan prize for her translation of Valeria Luiselli's The Story of My Teeth, and Among Strange
Victims by Daniel Saldaña París was a finalist in the 2017 Best Translated Book Award. Among
the other authors she has translated are: Elvira Navarro (A Working Woman, Rabbit Island),
Verónica Gerber Bicecci (Empty Set, Palabras migrantes/Migrant Words), and Julián Herbert
(Tomb Song, The House of the Pain of Others). --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.Review“Essayist Jazmina Barrera takes that physical line [the linea nigra] and writes
about and (metaphorically) beyond it, packing her narrative memoir full of carefully considered
and exquisitely worded musings on motherhood.…the multilayered, deeply felt work that her life
experience and obvious talent have combined to produce is eminently worthy of acclaim.”
―Vogue (The Best Books of 2022 So Far)“Once again, we are reminded to think of writing, and
gestation, as acts of acculturation and accumulation. Prenatal criticism is equally witness to, and
affected by, pregnancy and art―in Barrera’s words, ‘one in the center of the other.’” ―Nikki
Shaner-Bradford, Astra“Barrera offers a moving study of pregnancy, family, art, and loss in this
showstopping essay...[her] voice is meditative, bolstered by poetic turns of phrase, precise
language, and fresh metaphors. ‘It’s impossible to be original when you write about being a
mother,’ Barrera reflects, though her own originality is striking. This beautiful meditation is thick



with profound insights.” ―Publishers Weekly (starred review)“Barrera includes historical
anecdotes and quotes from other women who have written about motherhood, childbirth, and
pregnancy―from Mary Shelley and Natalia Ginzburg to Rivka Galchen and Maggie Nelson―and
she argues that pregnancy is a fundamentally literary experience.…Barrera communicates her
trenchant observations in gorgeous, highly efficient prose that sharply reflects the fragmented
reality of pregnancy and early parenthood. Rather than adhering to a traditional narrative
structure, the author follows her trains of thought wherever they take her, and readers will be
happy to tag along.” ―Kirkus Reviews (starred review)“Part notebook, part audiovisual
anthology, Barrera’s hybrid essay Linea Nigra is not your typical book on motherhood. Instead
it’s a collection that serves as representation―a comprehensive ‘compilation of images,
citations, and references from women who have conceived of pregnancy, birth, and lactation
through art and literature.’” ―The Millions (Most Anticipated 2022)“Jazmina Barrera investigates
pregnancy as both a physical reality and a liminal state…impressionistic.” ―Foreword Reviews
(starred review)“A refreshingly different take on traditional what-to-expect titles for mothers-to-
be.” ―Booklist“This book is such a wonder and joy. I only wish it were a few thousand pages
longer, so I could have the company of its intelligence and poetry for all the phases of my life.”
―Rivka Galchen, author of Everyone Knows Your Mother Is a Witch“In nuanced observation,
and with enormous humor, [Barrera] shares how things and people can be known and
understood, while allowing, as in life and death― for what can never be known, or understood.”
―Leanne Shapton, author of Guestbook“Barrera writes unflinchingly about motherhood―the
minutiae, the hours nursing, the desire to make art despite exhaustion, the stitches no one talks
about, the violence and beauty of birth―and creates an unforgettable tapestry that feels at once
poetic and urgent. Reading Linea Nigra, I felt like I was sitting around a wise woman circle, a little
more of my mother and artist self revived with each passing page. I am grateful this beautiful
book exists, stares without looking away, and offers to each of us the motherhood that
mainstream society doesn't sell us. This is the real shit, and it is vital.” ―Chelsea Bieker, author
of Godshot“An absolutely perfect book about mothering, writing, dismantling literary form.”
―Madeleine Watts, author of The Inland Sea“An amazing book that takes the topic of
motherhood and, before the incredulous eyes of the reader, impregnates it with many other
things: the body, the concept of individuality, illness, and emotional attachments.” ―Emiliano
Monge, author of Among the Lost“Linea Nigra is a rallying cry for motherhood to be taken
seriously, for a maternal canon. In putting forth this rallying cry, Barrera also delivers a prime
example of why one should exist.” ―Lauren Cocking, Leyendo Lat Am--This text refers to the
hardcover edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Pregnancy is a fruit
bowl. The apps tell you which fruit your fetus resembles each week as it grows. But none of the
apps are written in Mexico, so they don’t take into account the wide variety of fruit we have here,
the many different sizes of mangos and avocados. Alejandro says that Mexican mandarins are
the same size as Chilean oranges and Chilean mandarins are the size of a Mexican lime. Plus,
what I simply call a limón, he calls a limón de pica, and what he calls a limón, is for me a yellow



lime.A few days ago we went for an ultrasound scan and heard the heartbeat. The nurse said it
was very strong. The fetus is the size of a blueberry, and a large part of its body is taken up by a
strongly beating heart. It’s hard not to feel affection for a creature the size of a blueberry with a
heart, a creature that is almost nothing except a strongly beating heart.--This text refers to the
hardcover edition.Read more
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Also by Jazmina Barrera from Two Lines PressON LIGHTHOUSESlinea nigraan essay on
pregnancy and earthquakesJAZMINA BARRERAtranslated from Spanish byCHRISTINA
MACSWEENEYOriginally published as Linea nigraCopyright © 2020 by Jazmina Barrerac/o
Indent Literary AgencyTranslation copyright © 2022 by Christina MacSweeneyTwo Lines
Press582 Market Street, Suite 700, San Francisco, CA 94104Cover design by Gabriele
WilsonCover art copyright © Loie Hollowell, courtesy of Pace GalleryDesign by Jessica
SeveyPrinted in the United States of AmericaLibrary of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication
Data:1 3 5 7 9 10 8 6 4 2This book is supported in part by an award from theNational
Endowment for the Arts.To whom it concerns (Silvestre, Alejandro, and Tere),and to
whomsoever it may concerncontentsI. The Pregnant ImageII. Linea NigraIII. White NightsIV. The
Tree of Our FleshIthe pregnant imageThis morning, in the waiting room, I came across a
calendar of astronomical events. There will be a meteor shower this year, a supermoon in
December, a partial lunar eclipse in Asia and, in a few months’ time, a partial eclipse of the sun
in Mexico.On the way back home—surprised, excited, disconcerted—I suddenly thought: I’m
never going to be alone again. Not really alone. That thought was terrifying and joyful.Pregnancy
is a fruit bowl. The apps tell you which fruit your fetus resembles each week as it grows. But none
of the apps are written in Mexico, so they don’t take into account the wide variety of fruit we have
here, the many different sizes of mangos and avocados. Alejandro says that Mexican mandarins
are the same size as Chilean oranges and Chilean mandarins are the size of Mexican limes.
Plus, what I simply call a limón, he calls a limón de pica, and what he calls a limón, is for me a
yellow lime.A few days ago we went for an ultrasound and heard the heartbeat. The nurse said it
was very strong. The fetus is the size of a blueberry, and a large part of its body is taken up by
that strongly beating heart. It’s hard not to feel affection for a creature the size of a blueberry with
a heart, a creature that is almost nothing except a strongly beating heart.I always used to like the
smell of bread; I dreamed up a perfume called Bakery, but now the scent that wafts from the
bag, even the idea of bread and jam, produces instant, startling bouts of nausea. I tell Alejandro
about this and he advises me to write down everything that is happening to me so I won’t later
forget. I don’t tell him that I’ve already started, since the notion of writing a pregnancy diary feels
a little hackneyed. In fact, it’s such a cliché that the book What to Expect When You’re Expecting
recommends the practice.I’m also rereading Maggie Nelson’s The Argonauts. Today I came to
the part where she says that no one talks enough about the darker aspects of pregnancy. She
didn’t have an easy time of it: she was very frightened and had to face a number of difficult
situations. She felt that she was close to death. The thought that pregnancy could have such
harrowing moments had never occurred to me. My mother and the other women around me had
only talked about a miraculous transformation, the incredible experience of childbirth, and now it
turns out that they had nausea the whole time and felt awful. But they go on saying all that stuff.
Of course, there’s joy too, heaps of it; like when we talk about names or imagine the child’s face.
But I saw that coming, I expected it; the darkness was a surprise.I’m having a hard time believing
that almost half the human race has gone through this. It’s the most ordinary thing in the world



but it seems so different to me, so uncomfortable and unsettling.The first time my mother’s work
received critical recognition—I was three or four years old at the time—was for a series of large
format abstract paintings on the theme of the color red. But right in the middle of that moment of
success, she decided to start a new series, a tribute to the abstract expressionist Ad Reinhardt:
a collection of canvases that were impossible to photograph or sell, a treatise on the color black
and its limits. Over the years, during visits to galleries and museums, my mother would explain
how to look at such paintings as Rothko’s black-on-blacks. She patiently taught me the
technique for training one’s vision to see the black within the black: the opaque blacks, the
brilliant blacks, the reddish, purplish, and almost gray blacks. Some years after her black series,
during an art class I took as a teenager, I began to understand the expertise needed to
distinguish, mix, and balance the various tones of black; the difficulty of painting them as she
did, without visible brushwork, making those matte blacks absorbent, the black of emptiness.
When I think about what the world is like from the perspective of the uterus, I remember those
paintings and the lessons she gave me on seeing in the dark.The discussion about girls’ names
is reaching a stalemate. For a start, names ending in S or Z are out because the paternal
surname is Zambra (nowadays it’s possible to use the mother’s surname first, but I really don’t
like mine). I always thought that Paz, peace, was beautiful; but it’s not to be. We also ruled out
the names of former girlfriends (his exes had lovely names) and boyfriends (very few, and all
with more or less horrible names). I was trying out names, almost unconsciously speaking them
aloud, when I came to Mar. It sounded gorgeous and Alejandro immediately fell in love with it. It’s
so original, so simple and beautiful, he said. Why aren’t there more people named Mar? What’s
wrong with naming someone after the sea?But I instantly regretted that utterance. Mar was my
closest teenage friend. Her full name is María del Mar, but we all referred to her as Mar. She’s
the only Mar I know and I have trouble dissociating the name from the person. It reminds me too
much of her, and I want to go on being reminded of her and no one else. Maybe something else.
There are hundreds of women’s names I like much better. I say them to Alejandro, try to
persuade him that Natalia would be good, or Selva, or Josefina, but his mind is set on Mar.
Nothing will change it.I’m back in the land of the living after days when the nausea left me unable
to do anything beyond hugging my heated body pillow, or the nearest cushion, or holding
Alejandro’s hand. I convinced myself that it was like being on a three-month cruise and suffering
seasickness (Mar-sickness) the whole time. The most intense period of nausea lasts for three
months. There were times when I wanted to throw myself overboard; put an end to it all.Today I
had lunch with my friend Uma and for quite some time listened to her talking about the amazing
benefits of alternative remedies (acupuncture, Bach flowers) for the misery she was suffering. As
she spoke, I was thinking with veneration of Dramamine. Since starting to take it yesterday I
haven’t felt nauseous once, and I want to write a thank-you letter to whoever invented it, to say
that it has saved my life.We’re still rearranging the apartment. The pregnancy has knocked many
of our plans on their heads. Such as: the just-short-of-a-study. We’d bought a desk and chair and
placed them in the bedroom adjoining ours. Then we’d had the modem, the alarm, and the



telephone moved in there. But now we need a room for the baby. We have to remove all those
cables and don’t know what to do with the desk; we don’t know where we’re going to write.If I’d
been aware that I was pregnant, I wouldn’t have carried all those boxes when we moved in here.
There was a reason why I was so exhausted; running on fumes, as my grandmother used to
say.The internet is full of stories about the difficulties of conceiving a child. A number of my
friends have been trying without success for ages. Everything I’d read said that after prolonged
use of the contraceptive pill, the body needs about a year to readjust. I stopped taking the pill
with that in mind. That year was in the plan, in the order of things. Four weeks later, I was
pregnant.Some months ago I applied for a grant that would fund my writing for a year and I’ve
just heard that I’ve been awarded it. Forget the exclamation marks. I don’t know if I’m happy or
terrified. With a newborn baby, just when am I going to sit down to write? I can’t even remember
clearly what the project was.The book calls it “a sense of unreality.” My belly is only slightly, only
very slightly larger. It’s been this size before. If I weren’t certain I was pregnant, I wouldn’t believe
it. I’d think that the nausea and tiredness were something else, and that my late period was due
to some hormonal irregularity. I remembered that story by Maupassant, “The Horla.” In the early
stages, pregnancy is like an invisible being that sucks all your energy and makes you feel ill.
When I think about “The Horla” and vampires, I remember this fact: mother’s milk is blood
passed through a filter. Blood that used to circulate through the veins and arteries and is then
converted into milk. When I explain this to other people, it turns out that almost no one is aware
of that fact. But it should be widely known, everyone in the world should know it.We decide to put
the desk in the dining room and buy another one for the small service room on the roof. I was
unwilling to make a final decision about the where because I’m afraid of thinking about the when:
When am I going to be able to write after the birth? At what hour? Of course I’m going to
continue writing, I told my mother when she asked if I was prepared to abandon my projects for
the next two years. Of course I’m going to continue writing, at least as long as I keep taking the
Dramamine.I’ve just read “The Third Baby’s the Easiest” by Shirley Jackson. A woman is on her
way to the hospital to have her third child. Both the drive to the hospital and her labor are
protracted, confused, complicated, and painful. The people around her keep insisting that she is
“only having a baby,” and that the third is “the easiest.” My favorite part is when she gets to the
hospital and the receptionist asks a series of tedious questions that she has to answer between
contractions. When the woman inquires about her job, Jackson replies, “writer.” The receptionist
says, “I’ll just put down housewife.” Despite her pain, Jackson repeatedly clarifies that she is a
writer and the woman repeatedly says that she’s going to put down housewife.I’m reading about
the famous Siamese twins Ritta-Christina who lived for only eight months. They shared a vagina
and their two legs, but each had her own head. I still haven’t felt the apple (a manzana verde,
according to Alejandro) moving, but I know there’s a part of my body that isn’t me, that moves of
its own accord and has its own genes. A part of me that moves its hands, legs, and mouth, has
fingernails and toenails, but nourishes itself on the food I eat, goes where I go, and depends on
me for its existence.I’m sleepy all the time, feel as if I’m anesthetized, as if I’m here without being



here. Maybe it’s because a portion of me is constructing someone else, or because a portion of
me is, at this moment, someone else. Everything is very hazy, but what I want to write is this:
pregnancy is a doppelgänger story.The surname Barrera is a very heavy burden to bear: a
limiting, boring, cacophonous barrier. Zambra refers to celebration and noise. It’s also the name
of a type of boat. A couple of my friends claim they were the first people in Mexico City to give
their child its mother’s surname, but hers—Prudenco—is evocative, has a lot of character. All
children should bear their mothers’ surnames, except in the case that the mother’s surname
means barrier.On the subject of fiestas, I read about Niki de Saint Phalle, who, in 1966, installed
the gigantic figure of a recumbent woman—Hon (She)—in a Stockholm gallery. Visitors to the
installation were able to enter the interior of the brightly colored sculpture through the vagina.
Inside, there was an exhibition of fake paintings, a milk bar in the right breast, and a planetarium
in the left. Niki called it “a celebration,” “the return to the womb.”For no particular reason, I’ve
spent a lot of time trying to understand and translate into Spanish a couple of sentences written
by Megan O’Rourke: “A mother is beyond any notion of a beginning. That’s what makes her a
mother: you cannot start the story.”I’m getting those lines mixed up with a poem by Katie Schmid
called “The Boatman”:In the afterlife the first face I see is my mother’s.Every mother is the
boatman, having once been the boat.I keep trying but the Spanish words won’t say what I
mean.Yesterday I dreamed that I miscarried. I saw the blood and screamed. During my waking
hours, I’m not so frightened of miscarrying, because the fetus is still very small: just a few cells.
It’s too soon to feel excited.My mother told me that if I’d been a boy, she’d have called me
Silvestre. I grew up hearing that story, and from time to time used to imagine what my life would
have been like if I’d been a man and named Silvestre. I found that wild name fascinating, thought
that Silvestre would have been braver, less controlling, more cheerful than Jazmina. I suggested
the name to Alejandro and he loved it. It’s the one we like best so far. (That method doesn’t work
for girls’ names because if Alejandro had been female, he’d have been named Jennifer, which is
a name I don’t like.)(Luckily, he’s not the kind of man who wants to pass his first name on to his
child.)A girl’s name is still a problem. For example, Sara is beautiful, but we’ve ruled it out
because we don’t like the rhythm of Sara Zambra. The name came to my mind when a
homonymous friend sent me a poem she’d written about her child. In relation to pregnancy, she
says it is “The most complete body of work.” That phrase returns to me again and again during
the day, like an earworm.I thought: everything I do, but principally everything I write during these
months, the two of us do and write together. As together as it’s possible to be: one in the center
of the other.Yesterday I dreamed that I was further along in the pregnancy. Eight months. I was
going to have an ultrasound—as is due to happen on Thursday—and on the screen appeared
the three-dimensional image of a boy. Suddenly, the boy was an adult and outside of me. His
hair was wavy, he was wearing overalls and a red shirt. There was a smile on his face. He didn’t
look like either of us but he was truly beautiful. I always thought I’d prefer to have a girl, because
I’m female, I understand girls. Boys, on the other hand, are a mystery to me. I still think that
having a boy must be very difficult, but now I’m excited. I want a boy like the one in my dream.
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